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“Not only did the US military complex (MIC) bloat
beyond any reasonable size, it also cloaked itself in
so many layers of secrecy that massive corruption
became inevitable. And when I speak of “massive
corruption, I am not talking about millions but billions
or even trillions. How? Simple – the Pentagon
claimed it did not have the accounting tools needed
to properly account for the missing money and that
money was therefore not really “missing.” Another

Book Review: The
Essential Saker II:
Civilizational Choices and
Geopolitics: The Russian
challenge to the
Hegemony of the
AngloZionist Empire

trick – no bid contracts. Or contracts which cover all
the private contractor’s costs, no matter how high or
ridiculous. Desert Storm was a bonanza for the MIC,
as was 911 and the Global War on Terrorism
(GWOT). Billions of dollars got printed out of thin air,

Subscribers: Money &
Markets - February 2,

distributed (mostly under the cover of national
security), hidden (secrecy) and stolen (by everybody
in this entire food chain).” ~ The Saker, “The Empire
Should be Placed on Suicide Watch”

Food For The Soul:

This week on The Solari Report, The Saker joins me
on our quarterly Emerging Multipolar World to

The U.S. Statutes

discuss his new book The Essential Saker II:
Civilizational Choices and Geopolitics: The Russian
challenge to the Hegemony of the AngloZionist
Empire.

2018

Portraits and Selfies

Creating Modern
Constitutional Financial
Management and
Reporting Requirements
and the Government’s
Failure to Follow Them

We have a long list of topics to discuss:
Domestic:
I. Growing power of the Neocons and
their relationship to the Israeli and war
lobbies.
II. FISA Memo distraction and the
inability of the Washington establishment
to find any evidence that the Russians
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interfered with the US elections.
III. Purges in Hollywood and the media:
are the US elites fighting each other and,
if yes, why?
Global:
I. New national defense strategies
published by President Trump and
Secretary Mattis – and what they mean
to the balance of power between the US,
Russia, China and, in President Trump’s
words in the State of the Union, ” anyone
else.” The impact of proposed increases
in the defense budget – in the State of
the Union President Trump embraced a
$1.5 trillion upgrade of the nuclear
arsenal and Secretary Mattis proposed a
$50 billion increase in his subsequent

HHS Announces New
Conscience and
Religious Freedom
Division

Food For The Soul:
Museums in San
Francisco

Special Solari Report The Appropriations
Clause: A History of the
Constitution's (As of Yet)
Underutilized Clause

speech at the Greenbriar retreat on top
of the $59 billion increase in the current
defense authorization.
II. The war lobby makes money
persuading nations to prepare for war.
Can anyone really benefit from a war?
III. What’s ahead for US relations with
Iran, North Korea and Russia.
Middle East:
I. Collapse of the US ‘plan D’ in the
Syrian Kurdistan as a sign of a
weakened Empire
II. Attacks on Russians in Syria and the
downed SU-25: is Russia in trouble in
Syria?
Russia:
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I. Political impact on the proposed latest
US sanctions against Russian
corporations and individuals
II. Presidential election in Russia – does
it matter and why?
III. Risks of a fullscale Ukrainian attack
on the Donbass this Spring/Summer
In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest
in financial and geopolitical news. Email or post your
questions for Ask Catherine.
In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review The
Americans, the long-standing TV series about two
KGB spies living in Nothern Virginia across from an
FBI counterintelligence agent..
Catherine Austin Fitts
See the blog post here.

Just A Taste! - The Emerging Multipolar World
with The Saker – Neocons & the War Lobby
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The Emerging Multipolar World: Cold Wars, Hot Wars

Special Public Solari Report: Free Ross Ulbricht
“This case is the birth of law as applied to our digital future. Watch it as a spectator at
your peril.” ~ Scott H. Greenfield, criminal defense attorney
By Catherine Austin Fitts
Lyn Ulbricht of FreeRoss.org joins me on the Solari Report to discuss the Petition for
Writ of Certiorari filed in December by her son Ross Ulbricht and his legal team to the
Supreme Court, asking the Court to review and reconsider the lower courts’
decisions, based on constitutional violations in his investigation and sentencing. (See
on Scotus Blog here) On February 5, 2018, twenty-one organizations filed five
amicus briefs in support of the Supreme Court petition.
I hope and pray that a just decision will finally see Ross Ulbricht walk free, putting an
end to a saga that began in 2013 and constitutes one of the worst examples of
prosecutorial abuse I have seen yet.
As the target of the Department of Justice, I watched federal attorneys and law
enforcement officers lie and falsify documentation. I had a team of government
investigators and attorneys in my company offices unsupervised, only to discover that
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one or more had taken the liberty of falsifying corporate records (luckily we had a
witness on that one) and urinating and defecating in our offices. (Yes – we got to
clean it up – Here’s my interview with the CEO of the cleaning company who was
there and lived to tell the tale.)
I say this to give you a sense of the extraordinary debasement of federal
enforcement.
No need, however, to depend on my story. Learn what happened to distinguished
civil servants Bill Binney and Tom Drake and Congressional staff Diane Roark. Learn
why the judge in the Bundy Ranch case had no choice except to dismiss the case
with prejudice, the government’s lawlessness was so egregious. Or listen to Howard
Root after he soundly defeated DOJ in court after a five-year ordeal explain why he
sold his company because running a company in a lawless environment is too risky.
Now we are hearing indications that federal enforcement may have used campaign
financed dossiers to try to rig a Presidential campaign and destroy a Presidency.
The worst case I have heard yet is what is happening to Ross Ulbricht. My first clue
was listening to a TED talk by a retired DOJ prosecutor. This speech was particularly
frightening as the attorney, bragging about her involvement in the Silk Road case,
was not even ashamed as she described members of a federal task force falsify
evidence, stage a homicide, and steal millions of assets for personal gain. if you have
22 minutes to waste watching a former federal prosecutor demonstrate the
cluelessness of a lawless culture, I have posted below.
I then had the opportunity to hear Lyn speak and watch the Deep Web documentary.
Having dealt with the same federal playbook, there is no doubt in my mind that Ross
Ulbricht is entirely truthful in his description of the case.
In this interview, Lyn discusses the case and why it is so important to you and me.
Solari has contributed to Ross’ legal defense fund. In fact, I believe this Supreme
Court petition is so important, the defense fund was one of our two Christmas
donations for 2017.
I would encourage you to listen to Lyn’s interview and donate at FreeRoss.org No
amount is too small. Every donation expresses critical support.
This interview is open to the public, so please pass the link on and encourage others
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to do the same.
I am holding out a picture of Ross Ulbricht as a free man. Please help us make it so!
Listen to it here!

The Black Budget: The Crossroads of
(Un)Constitutional Appropriations and
Reporting
“The $52.6 billion “black budget” for fiscal 2013, obtained by The Washington Post
from former intelligence contractor Edward Snowden, maps a bureaucratic and
operational landscape that has never been subject to public scrutiny. Although the
government has annually released its overall level of intelligence spending since
2007, it has not divulged how it uses the money or how it performs against the goals
set by the president and Congress.” ~Barton Gellman and Greg Miller
By Michele Ferri and Jonathan Lurie
Table of Contents
I. The Strengths and Weaknesses of the Power of the Purse
II. What is the Black Budget?
III. The Origins of the Black Budget
A. Introducing the 1947 National Security Act
B. Introducing the 1949 CIA Act
C. Private Contractor Reporting Requirements
D. Action Increasing Government Oversight of the Black Budget
IV. The Black Budget and the Constitution–Is it Legal?
V. About Us
Excerpt:
Even in just the last few days, there have been concerns that the bill that
ended the recent government shutdown included provisions allowing the
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Executive branch to fund covert action without Congressional oversight
or going through the usual Congressional oversight committees. The
provision is currently a subject of debate, with a potential amendment to
remove the exception opposed by some in Congress. (see Kelly, Erin,
Spending Bill Limited Congress’ Oversight of Secret Intelligence
Activities, Senators Say, available at https://www.usatoday.com/story
/news/politics/2018/01/23/senate-intel-leaders-say-bill-reopengovernment-strips-them-power-gives-white-hgives-white-housemor/1057919001/. As it stands, this bill waives the later discussed
(already very limited) reporting and appropriation requirements of the
National Security Act. It’s not hard to see why it has raised more than a
few eyebrows. Steps to change the language of the waiver were
reportedly blocked in Congress. (see Nelson, Steven, Provision in
Shutdown-Ending Bill Stokes Fear of Oversight-Free Intelligence
Spending, available at http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/provisionin-shutdown-ending-bill-stokes-fear-of-oversight-free-intelligencespending/article/2646894).
With such a recent move towards limiting Congress, and the people’s,
oversight in a situation already sparse on oversight, appropriations
compliance, and reporting compliance. The time has never been better to
ask, what is the Black Budget? How did it come to be? How does it work
and, perhaps most importantly, how and why is it considered legal and
constitutional?
Read Here: The Black Budget: The Crossroads of (Un)Constitutional Appropriations
and Reporting
Solari Special Reports on the Legal Framework for US Federal Finances
The Appropriations Clause: A History of the Constitution’s (As of Yet) Underused
Clause
The US Statutes Creating Modern Constitutional Financial Management and
Reporting Requirements and the Governments Failure to Follow Them
Related Sites
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Enforce the Constitution
The Missing Money

Subscribe Now & Receive Your Solari Coin or
Wrap Up!
Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive Solari Coin!

The Solari Coin is a one ounce, silver round designed by Ben Lizardi of Lizardi
Studio. This coin is representative of Solari’s purpose: to align interests, protect,
guide, and lead through troubled times
Note:Coin will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct, please
send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.
Purchase a 6month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed , soft cover book:
3rd Quarter Wrap Up – Control 101: What it is. How it’s used. How you can guard against it

The 3rd Quarter Wrap Up – Control 101: What it is. How it’s used. How you can
guard against it book comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images and
easy-to-follow charts.
Note: Wrap Up book will be sent to the address on your invoice, if this is not correct,
please send email to: customerservice@solari.com with correct mailing address.
Solari Report subscribers receive:
Access to the complete Solari Report audio archive (currently over 200 reports)
Solari Report transcripts and Quarterly / Annual Wrap-Up web presentations
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Send your questions to Ask Catherine weekly
Special reports and alerts throughout the year

See more here.

Highlights from Last Week - Solari Food Series - Dr. Don
Huber - Food Patriot
“I have studied plant pathogens for more than 50 years. We are now seeing an
unprecedented trend of increasing plant and animal diseases and disorders.” ~Dr.
Don Huber
This week in the next segment for the Food Series on The Solari Report, Harry
Blazer will speak to Dr. Don Huber, a retired colonel of US military intelligence, a
professor and a scientist.
In 2011, Dr. Huber wrote a letter to the Secretary of Agriculture stating as follows:
“January 17, 2011
Dear Secretary Vilsack:
A team of senior plant and animal scientists have recently brought to my
attention the discovery of an electron microscopic pathogen that appears
to significantly impact the health of plants, animals, and probably human
beings. Based on a review of the data, it is widespread, very serious, and
is in much higher concentrations in Roundup Ready (RR) soybeans and
corn—suggesting a link with the RR gene or more likely the presence of
Roundup. This organism appears NEW to science!
This is highly sensitive information that could result in a collapse of U.S.
soy and corn export markets and significant disruption of domestic food
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and feed supplies. On the other hand, this new organism may already be
responsible for significant harm (see below). My colleagues and I are
therefore moving our investigation forward with speed and discretion, and
seek assistance from the USDA and other entities to identify the
pathogen’s source, prevalence, implications, and remedies.
We are informing the USDA of our findings at this early stage, specifically
due to your pending decision regarding approval of RR alfalfa. Naturally,
if either the RR gene or Roundup itself is a promoter or co-factor of this
pathogen, then such approval could be a calamity. Based on the current
evidence, the only reasonable action at this time would be to delay
deregulation at least until sufficient data has exonerated the RR system,
if it does.
For the past 40 years, I have been a scientist in the professional and
military agencies that evaluate and prepare for natural and manmade
biological threats, including germ warfare and disease outbreaks. Based
on this experience, I believe the threat we are facing from this pathogen
is unique and of a high-risk status. In layman’s terms, it should be treated
as an emergency.”
As you can imagine, this letter and other public statements have subjected Dr. Huber
to a significant amount of “pushback,” which Harry and he discuss.
Making sure you and your family have access to high-quality fresh food should be
one of your personal and financial priorities. If you are saving money by eating food
that looks like food but has been invisibly poisoned by pesticides and unnatural
pathogens, shouldn’t switching to real food be a higher priority than putting money in
your IRA, 401k or pension plan to finance the governments and companies that are
debasing our food supply? If you are saving money by eating fake food, you are
much less likely to reach retirement age, let alone enjoy health if you do. The
successful financial strategy is to prevent chronic disease rather than save increasing
amounts of money to ensure you can afford to finance decades of expensive care for
your own and your loved ones’ chronic diseases.
This interview is both sobering and inspiring. Dr. Huber’s information is frightening –
whether regarding the harm being intentionally done to the food system or his
exposure to members of our military intelligence interested in using the food system
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for control and depopulation. His courageous protection of his fellow man and future
generations is inspiring. Dr. Huber provides “actionable intel” that can save your
health and life and protect you and your family from chronic diseases and financial
drain. As always, Harry makes sure the consequences of Dr. Huber’s information are
clear.
This interview will also help you understand exploding health care costs in the United
States and the impact they will have on your taxes, health care, and health care
insurance. Of course, health care is expensive if people are experiencing a steady
decline of nutrition while being poisoned. Of course, we will have political problems
and higher expenses if we re-elect the politicians, finance their government deficits,
and subsidize the corporate leadership doing this!
Our collective future depends on changing the governance system that has permitted
this to happen. As always, this comes back to enforcing the Constitution and the
federal financial laws. This cuts off the endless flow of secret and non-accountable
money.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for
his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2015
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website.
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Our mailing address is:
Solari, Inc.
P.O. Box 157
Hickory Valley, TN 38042
Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list
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